
CAPT Consultant Ann Lyles met with CCHCS representatives on May 18 to learn more about how 
our positions will be impacted by CDCR’s recent plan to move inmates between institutions. 

CCHCS presented a spreadsheet at the meeting displaying the impact on our positions. The overall 
impact appears to be minimal in most places. CAPT, however, has sought from the department 
clarification in some specific locations. 

The movement and shifting of positions will take place in stages over the next 12-18 months.  CAPT 
has requested that CCDR/CCHCS provide a list of the order of movement so that we can better 
prepare for MARs adjustments if needed and move forward with our Post & Bids.

In spite of these movements, other factors are contributing to an overall increase in the number of 
open positions statewide. The state’s recently revised 2015-16 budget provides for 150 positions 
that are currently vacant within CDCR/CCHCS.  The August 2014 Coleman Court Mandates relative 
to Short-Term Restricted Housing and Long-Term Restrictive Housing units have additionally 
produced an overall increase in PT positions, as did the time and motion study that CAPT requested 
back in November 2014.

After inmate and position movement is accomplished, CAPT estimates that there will still be 
approximately 190 positions open statewide. 

The department has yet to submit to CalHR a mechanism by which the positions will be shifted. We 
do not expect any changes to occur within the next 30 days.

The CDCR and CCHCS have promised to coordinate and work closely on these movements to 
create greater stability.
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Don’t forget that your CAPT representatives  and 
activists are here to help you. If you have concerns 
or questions regarding this issue, please contact 
CAPT Consultant Ann Lyles at (800) 677-2278.  

WE’RE HERE FOR YOU!
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